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Description:

Gaskets and Seals are vital components in a vehicle, which are used for filling the gap between two components to ensure that there is no leakage between them during the compression stage. Over a period of time, technological advancements have made automotive gasket and seal safer and more effective. The materials used in gasket fabrication have improved over the time; silicone rubber has become a preferred material for gaskets and seals. The increasing use of lightweight components in vehicles has pushed rise demand for high-quality automotive gaskets and seals, as they are used to seal these components and provide high-strength to endure high heat and pressure. Increase in overall vehicles production across the globe and growing fuel-efficiency norms in developing countries are the major factors fuelling growth of automotive gasket and seal market.

The report covers the global automotive gasket and seal market in terms of volume (thousands) and value ($million) across regions including Asia-Pacific, Europe, North America, and Rest of the World (RoW). The report briefly explains the automotive gasket and seal market on the basis of region, product, and vehicle type from 2015–2020.

The report provides a comprehensive analysis and insights into the automotive gasket & seal market (both—qualitative and quantitative). The report highlights potential growth opportunities in coming years and reviews the drivers, restraints, growth indicators, challenges, legislation trends, market dynamics, competitive landscape, and other key aspects of the automotive gasket and seal market.
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